Literature on gas stations is limited to a handful of approaches: the nostalgic/historical approach concerning the first vernacular manifestations of such roadside artefacts; the bleak approach, stressing the character of 'non-places' of these spaces; the obvious technological and functionalist approach; and a few other minor ones. Almost never gas stations are considered as public spaces. However gas stations, as well as other kerbside artefacts, abound of social life. This is particularly true in Italy, where thanks to the post-war tradition of Autogrill, gas stations are often much more than just a place to fill up a car. They provide coffee shops, restaurants, pastry shops, as well as newsstands, stores, food vendors, not to say more recently the inevitable Mac Drives. All activities that are accessible, with easy parking, and in many instances open 24/7, in a country which shuts at 7.00 pm, or at best at 9.00 pm. Therefore, gas stations become the crossroads of many social interactions, especially -but not only -of youth subcultures. For these reasons gas stations deserve being studied for what they are, avoiding both nostalgic and bleak approaches. This paper presents the first results of an ongoing research on the social life of gas stations in central Italy. It is structured in five main sections. Section one synthesizes the main theoretical positions on gas stations, from the pessimistic ones equating gas stations to nonplaces, to the more optimistic framing gas stations within street and car cultures. Section two frames the relevance of gas stations within the wider transformation produced on cities by the advent of car. Section three provides an historical framework in order to explain today's social relevance of gas stations in Italy. Section four presents the research findings on the social life of such 'architectures in motion', confirming the importance of gas stations for public life. The final section of the paper draws policy implications of such findings claiming the necessity of explicitly designing gas stations as places for public life.
In Italy Augé's position is shared by Paolo Desideri (1995) ; Desideri describes an autogrill, the typically Italian motorway restaurant with annexed gas station, crowded with an heterogeneous metropolitan population arrived there to eat ready-made sandwiches. He misses the time when "at night, in towns, in main streets, in nice Italian piazzas, we met to add our own history to the collective one" (p. 13). According to Desideri, "the collective actions going on in a 'non-place' perpetually remains the summation of single individualities never arriving to express themselves as the integral of a shared public identity (p. 77). But nevertheless Desideri admits that keeping on with applying to this 'tinplate city' the spatial configuration categories of the historical city only produces "effects of complete desolation and of stronger bewilderment" and that it's necessary to open-mindedly design the spaces of a civitas which is essentially made of travellers and of consumers. Obviously, the way gas stations and infrastructure-related spaces are perceived depends on the cultural context. Northern American scholars are generally more interested in street cultures and its manifestations; in particular, the tradition of cultural landscape studies attributes great dignity to all kind of spaces that have an impact on everyday life, even if with no real architectural value, including spaces related to the typical streetscape generated by car culture. The same spaces which are classified as 'non-places' by Marc Augé, become both socially and culturally interesting locales. For example, parking lots are defined by Kunstler (1994: 136) the "most common little dead 'non-places' of the postwar streetscape"; John Brinckerhoff Jackson (1997 : 76, in Eran Ben-Joseph, 2012 Furthermore, the way gas stations and infrastructure-related spaces are perceived has changed considerably in time. In post World War II, when the car was almost anywhere a symbol of liberty and wealth, gas stations had a positive meaning much more than they have today. However, already in the 1960s, bleak depictions of that spaces were emerging. A view of motorway restaurants as alienating and homogenizing places is conveyed for example by the 1963 movie Ro.Go.Pa.G. At that time in Italy the motorway restaurant, commonly named autogrill, was an incredibly powerful symbol of modernity and affluence (see § 3). In the episode Il pollo ruspante (The ground-raised chicken), directed by Ugo Gregoretti, the stop at the autogrill during a Sunday trip literally transforms visitors in battery chickens, oblivious of the liberty of their ground-raised ancestors, and only interested in mass consumption. While the leading actor buys useless goods and eats a standardized meal together with his family, Professor Pizzorno, a renowned Italian sociologist, holds a conference on consumption, where he invites "to always study new advertising campaigns in order to stimulate new desires, new needs, so to create a sort of systematic dissatisfaction in consumers". The episode ends with a scene in which the actors, sitting at table in the motorway restaurant, are transformed in battery chickens. Although many consider infrastructure related artifacts only as a manifestation of the worst aspects of modernity, these artifacts can provide in many places opportunities of urban embellishment. In the words of Oriol Bohigas (1986 , quoted in Ingersoll, 2006 :
It is necessary to interrupt the old and counterproductive dichotomy between urbanism and the politics of public works, which has given a schizophrenic tone to the development of our cities. While the urbanists analyzed and planned, looking for a new method to work on the city, the technicians of public works continued to work in the healthy tradition of constructing the city realistically, but without an integrated vision of its areas … or devoting themselves unilaterally to traffic engineering. It is time to approach urbanism with the tools of public works; build an
urbanism that is capable of uniting and harmonizing the projects of urbanization. Designing and realizing plazas, streets, boulevards, ramblas, intersections, pedestrian paths, street furniture, street signs, monuments. Also in the last decades there was a growing awareness about the possible role of transportation networks as structuring elements of social spaces. Infrastructural interventions realized in Barcelona under the direction of Oriol Bohigas between 1980 and 1992, offered the opportunity of rethinking in an integrated fashion the system of public spaces, globally redesigning the city aspect and style. However, apart from the aforementioned cases, the so-called 'non-places' are rarely designed with explicit attention to the public life which they can possibly host. This is true also in the case of gas stations, whose literature deals mainly with three approaches: a historic/nostalgic approach concerning the first vernacular incarnation of such roadside artifacts; the aforementioned bleak approach stressing their character of 'non-places'; and the obvious 2. Gas Stations, the Car and the City The urban and social importance of gas stations should be framed contextually to the transformations produced by the car in cities and in everyday life. In preindustrial cities, but more precisely before the advent of the car, thoroughfares coincided with the mostly crowded and vibrant public spaces. Before the car era the subsequent equation was true:
Commercial spaces, thoroughfares, and public spaces tended to coincide. The advent of the car made all of that impossible. The car was too big and fast to fit in the public spaces of cities which had not been explicitly designed to hold it. In the beginning the coexistence was forced and there was no way out of congestion. That was the time the urban crisis exploded. This happened earlier in the biggest northern American cites, later on in European and Italian cities. Afterwards urban managers and politicians started coping with the new situation. On the one hand some great urban utopias envisioning a global revolution in cities were developed; on the other hand practical policies were developed to ease the situation of existing congestion in cities. Regarding the car/city relationship, these policies are in a range between two extremes. At one extreme we have policies aimed at adapting the city to the car; various contemporary versions of Haussmann's approach whose most famous cases probably are the Boston Central Artery and Robert Moses' interventions in New York, but which with various degrees have been adopted in almost every American and European city. In this case the aforementioned relationship becomes:
The single hyphen linking both commercial spaces and public spaces to thoroughfares means the relationship at the same time of spatial proximity and of physical separation. Public spaces and commercial spaces, instead, still tend to coincide as before. At the opposite extreme the car was completely banned from cities separating residential zones and public spaces from traffic. Being accessibility vital to commerce, the separation of traffic from public spaces also implied the disconnection of the latter from businesses, being this in fact non separable from the main thoroughfares. This solution was adopted in many modernist plans, which devised residential neighbourhoods equipped with pedestrian public spaces and commercial areas astride the same neighbourhoods and the main thoroughfares. The aforementioned equation was then changed into the subsequent:
PUBLIC SPACES -COMMERCIAL SPACES -THOROUGHFARES In this case commercial spaces are in a relationship both of spatial proximity and of physical separation (single hyphen), with thoroughfares and with public spaces at the same time. Public spaces instead are completely separated from thoroughfares.
Between these two extremes, in which the governance dimension is in a sense predominant, is a complex reality produced by the natural tendency of the market and by the almost unrestricted freedom of movement made possible by the car. This tendency had been largely foreshadowed by Frank Lloyd Wright, who envisaged the sprawl of residential settlements in the countryside and the creation of the social, cultural and commercial centres necessary to community life in close proximity to the thoroughfare network. Although Wright's Broadacre City was a completely utopian and impractical social and political project, it was in some respects prophetical, having many of the spatial configurations envisaged in it actually come true, on a large scale in the U.S. and quite extensively also in Europe. Indeed at least in one regard was Wright's proposal very realistic and pragmatic, that is in assuming the centrality of the car in contemporary life. For this reason, the urban reorganization planned by Wright largely came true by itself, as an effect of interactions among individual preferences, market trends, and local planning systems. As Fishman (1990: 37) Apart from the United States, this out-and-out explosion of the centre envisaged by Wright came true also in European cities, whose commercial, social and cultural centres got dispersed in a multitude of shopping malls, multiplexes, conference centres, sports facilities, entertainment facilities, gas stations, almost always in close proximity to mobility infrastructures. Old historical centres are no more at the top of the urban and regional hierarchy, but are just one of the numerous nodes of a basically non-hierarchical network. A special function was assigned by Wright (1963, 192-193) According to Wheeler (1960, 174) , Wright designed for the first time an ideal gas station in the beginning of the 1920s and later incorporated the design in his project for a model community -the Broadacre City. In 1958 Wright himself engaged in the realization of a gas station in Cloquet, Minnesota. Set among the conventional dwellings and small-town business establishments of Cloquet, the gas station had a cantilevered copper roof protecting the filling area and was equipped with large service areas including a restaurant, an observation lounge, and a rest area for travellers. On the top of the roof a lighted pylon stood out in the skyline, making of the gas station an urban landmark visible from far away. Each building's detail had been designed by Wright himself. It was complete, among other things, of plant racks and ceramic tiles, and cost more than ordinary gas stations. However, it was conceived for serial production, and scale economies should have lowered its cost per unit. Also in the case of gas stations, Wright's hypotheses proved to be prophetic and many of these structures are assuming the features of authentic small community centres, for example the already mentioned Autogrill and Ristoragip in Italy.
Autogrill and the Italian Gas Station
Italy has a peculiar history in terms of gas stations, for two main reasons. The first is related to the partnership formed after World War II by the biggest food companies and the main oil companies, a partnership which led to an early 'implosion' (Ritzer 1999) of the boundaries between restaurants, supermarkets, entertainment facilities, and gas stations. The second reason is the important role played by Enrico Mattei's Eni in building a national energetic policy and in the commitment of Agip -an Eni's controlled petrol company -to create a filling station network also integrating restaurant and bar facilities. The history begins in 1947, with the opening of the first rest station built by Mario Pavesi in close proximity to the Novara exit of the Torino-Milano highway, not too distant from the Pavesini biscuit factory and aimed at its promotion. In 1949 a big arch over the highway was built to mark the station, with a hanging aerostat and the writing Biscottini di Novara Pavesi (Pavesi Novara Cookies). Between 1950 and 1952 the building was expanded realizing an auto-grillroom, a deli-restaurant for motorists. The project was entrusted to the Architect Angelo Bianchetti, who designed a single store building overlooked by a huge concrete arch, with the writing Bar-Autogrill-Restaurant Pavesini Biscuits placed on it together with a greasy pole made of anthropomorphic Pavesinibiscuits and of fluctuating egg. To motorists, then used to eating home-made-sandwiches, a modern and 'American' rest-station was now provided. With the Novara autogrill starts the adventure of the Pavesi, one of the biggest Italian food industries at that time, in the world of highway restaurants. In 1955 the Bergamo autogrill was opened, and three years later the ones in Lainate and in Ronco Scrivia. The land was owned by Pavesi and the filling stations, which were to be rent to petrol companies, were developed subsequently to the rest area. The entrusted architect is again Angelo Bianchetti, who was awarded the golden award at the ninth Premio nazionale della pubblicità (National Advertisement Prize) for his work on gas-stations. The building is at the same time a commercial totem and a regional landmark. In Lainate and in Ronco Scrivia the fabric has a circular plan overlooked by three big arches converging towards a centre upon which the Pavesi logo is raised up to 51 meters (167 feet). As in the case of Wright's gas station in Cloquet, Minnesota, Bianchetti's project is total, controlling the interior and the exterior of the building, from graphics to signage, from tools to decorations. Such design creates a corporate image, but also symbolising the mass motorization and mobility revolution in Italy, as well as the birth of modern marketing and the advent of mass consumption. Later on the Pavesi company will make a partnership with the American Esso and will import to Italy the bridge restaurant developed by the Fred Harvey Company, based in Chicago. The first autogrill to be realized according to this model was opened in Fiorenzuola d'Arda in 1959. In these new generation of autogrill, restaurants provide menus specifically conceived for motorists under the supervision of the Institute of Physiology of the University of Milan and made of "light, nourishing, healthy and genuine [food] , ready at any time, day and night". The Motta company, a competitor of the Pavesi and the biggest food company in Italy, will enter the competition creating a partnership with the British BP and developing the famous Mottagrill in Cantagallo (BO), the biggest in Europe, also called 'Cantagallo City' ( fig. 1 ) The entrusted architect, Melchiorre Bega, interprets the bridge as a huge advertising emblem: glazed walls with big sunscreens, advertising pennons 30 meters high, and a roofing reminding the letter M, initial letter of Motta. The complex hosted a restaurant, a book-and-souvenir shop, a branch of the Banca Commerciale Italiana (a major Italian bank), and a branch the of the Ufficio del Turismo of Bologna (the local tourist office). The Mottagrill in Cantagallo becomes in these years a true landmark, also thanks to engagement of the talented cook Marco Bazzani, who raises the profile of the restaurant to nationwide reputation. 'Andare al Cantagallo' ('going to Cantagallo') was in great fashion also among famous personalities, including Frank Sinatra, Brigitte Bardot, Gregory Peck, so to seriously compete against the most famous restaurants of Bologna (Variante di valico, 2013) . From the beginning of the 1950s, also Enrico Mattei's Agip invested several resources in the commercial network, which was in charge of conveying the corporate image of the company: architectural models were developed, large investments in station-managers' training were made, corporate periodicals were created such as "Buon lavoro, Amici!" and "Il Gatto Selvatico". In one of these magazines it was possible to read in 1956: "Rests in the middle of nowhere no more exist. Beside filling stations arouse bright rooms, equipped with the most modern facilities, real residences, open 24 hours a day, in all climates. They are agile and slim structures, they make you think to a happy season, to trades getting crowded with new signs, with new homes for people" (Parrella, 1956) . To the Pavesi's American style, Mattei opposed a local prototype based on a new national identity. After the advent of the autogrill also Agip entered the Market forming a partnership with Alemagna, a competitor of Motta and Pavesi. The result of this partnership were the autobar, whose sobriety was shown by the absence of table service. These were mainly prefabricated buildings assembled at the Nuovo Pignone, a company taken over by Eni in 1954, and hosting in a single block both the bar and petrol pumps. The simplicity of Agip gas stations makes you think to a catholic Eni, devoid of the typically American redundancies: they display a sort of ideological aesthetics flattering national self-regard. The cultural importance of autogrill should be understood within the tremendous transformations undergone by Italian society in the post Second World War era. The 1950s are the years of the economy car, television, and the advent of mass consumption. In 1954 Fiat launches the Seicento, and the year after 126.000 models are registered, despite its price being equivalent to a one year blue-collar wage. The economy car transforms free time and is a symbol of liberty and escapism. In 1954 also start in Italy TV broadcasting and its widely enjoyed Caroselli, the famous advertising shorts interpreted by the best actors of that time. The first Carosello to go on air will be the advertisement of an oil company, Shell, although all the main protagonists of highway rest will be largely screened: from the "healthy, light and nourishing Pavesini ("Pavesini: sani, leggeri e nutrienti"), to Alemagna's greasy poles. In these years autogrill consolidates as one of the major symbols of the so-called 'Italian economic miracle' and of the new bourgeois consumption. Its symbolic importance is demonstrated by many opening ceremonies, which are attended by the highest political and religious authorities. Although the first autogrills took inspiration from some Northern-American examples, the happy alliance between food industry and oil industry is a typically Italian phenomenon which has no equivalent for its dimension in any other country in the world. The biggest highway-restaurant market in Europe is still the Italian one, and Autogrill SpA, the key player emerged after a long merging and restructuring process in the sector, is nowadays a global player producing 70% of its sales abroad with over 4.800 branches and 51.000 employees.
Thanks to the success of this experience -initially developed only in close proximity to the highway network in order to make it autonomous from inhabited areas -the union between gas distribution and food services became a widespread phenomenon in Italy, from the small filling station in the country in partnership with the coffee and pastry shop, to the station with annexed bar/restaurant in the urban peripheries, to the one with annexed pizzeria and small supermarket in medium-distance roads ( fig. 2 ). Thanks to prolonged opening hours and to excellent accessibility, this secondary distributive network is becoming an important social infrastructure. In order to understand this network, gas station cannot be interpreted following the bleak visions of 'non-places', a structured research on uses and actors of these only apparently unusual small community centres is needed to unpack their true nature.
The Social Life of Italian Gas Stations
Our empirical analysis focused on two gas-stations in the South-west periphery of Florence, both owned by TotalErg, an oil company borne in 2010 after the merging of the French Total-Italia and the Italian Erg Petroli. They have been selected through a survey of gas stations in the Florence Area; selection of case studies was based on mixture of functions, accessibility, opening time, as well as likelihood of becoming spaces for social interaction. In the selected area, there are different types of gas stations, from small installations in the compact city with 1-2 pumps to medium size stations with bar and restaurant, mainly located in the suburbs, to large Autogrills on highways. The two medium-size suburban gas stations selected for our research are both with bar/restaurant open 24/7. From a social point of view this is probably the most interesting type as it intercepts a local population in an area with scarce public places. fig. 3-4) . The second case is located on a four-lane-urban road that feeds into the Firenze-PisaLivorno highway. The gas station is equipped with filling facilities, coffee-pastry shop open 24/7 with also newspapers sale, parking lot, car-repair service, car-wash service, and natural gas station. In reporting the results of the analysis I will indicate this case study as the Pastry Shop Gas Station (PSGS) ( fig. 5 ).
Research Methods and Goals
This section describes the research questions and aims of the empirical study carried out on the two gas stations and explains the methods used to answering such questions. The analysis used a range of tools, from long term observation to interviews to mapping techniques. The research was designed to include the following aspects: -social life of the gas station in different times of the day and of the week; -spatial and social relationship between the gas station and its neighbourhood; -relationships and synergies between the various activities hosted by the gas station; -city 'à la carte' and urban routines; -gas station's publicness. Social life of the gas station in different times of the day and of the week. In order to understand and to describe the social life of the gas stations we investigated the following questions (cfr. This in vivo study of public space has found a growing legitimacy in the theoretical debate on territoriality in recent years. This view was fostered, among others, by Sack (1986 p. 19) , who defined territoriality as the "attempt by any individual or social group to affect, influence, and control people, phenomena and relationships by delimiting and asserting control over a geographical area". On this topic see also Brighenti (2010) . The notion of territory understood as a bounded and controlled space has been questioned by highlighting the fluid and changing nature of territorial appropriations (e.g. Delaney 2005 , Brighenti, 2010 Kärrholm, 2016) . It became clear that territories, conceived as socially produced spaces, continuously change both their shape and content. In our case, the gas station and its sub-units are lived by different publics in different times. Therefore, understanding the social life of a gas station means describing how its publics and their performances change in space (sub-units) and in time (daytime, weekdays). We used structured observation methods (Gehl & Savarre, 2007; Gillham, 2008) to understand such variations. In order to count users and to register their activities, we adopted a 'time sampling' technique with a time period of ten minutes. By 'time sampling' we mean observation at regular intervals for short periods of time (Gillham, 2008: 14-18 ); this approach makes the different measurements comparable. During the observation pedestrian movements were also mapped. This quantitative measurement was integrated with more properly ethnographic work, which consisted in participatory observations within the gas station. Short unstructured conversations were held with managers and with other customers. We kept these conversations as the most spontaneous as possible, while trying to direct them towards the areas of interest for the research. Structured observations were carried out in April 2014. We first checked the place out in different moments of the day, observing differences in the use of gas stations in the morning, afternoon, and evening. We then developed an observation sheet which covered the different moments of the day in both working days and weekends. Altogether, 24 hours of observation were conducted in each petrol station, for a total of 48 hours. The stations were divided into sub-units, which were observed separately.
Spatial and social relationship between the gas station and its neighbourhood. Gas stations we surveyed are architectures on the road located in an urbanized environment; being on the road they are designed to be reached by car; belonging to an urban environment, although fragmented and suburban, they lend themselves to be used as neighbourhood facilities. One of our goals was investigating to what extent the gas stations are used by local residents. To accomplish this, we first observed the number of users who reach the gas station on foot. We also tried to establish if there was a significant percentage of users driving to the gas station and living nearby or going there on a regular basis. While the number of people going on foot to the station can be easily determined through observation, establishing how many motorists live in the neighbourhood requires more in depth investigations, which were outside the initial scope of this research. Partial data about provenience of users were acquired through unstructured interviews with gas stations attendants, who have some general knowledge of their regular customers.
Relationships and synergies between the various activities hosted by the gas station. The gas stations host several activities that can work independently of each other; for example, there may be people who go to the gas station only for petrol, and people who go to the © Queensland University of Technology gas station only for the bar or for the McDonalds. However, there may be people who simultaneously use more than one of the services offered by the station: for example they fill up, they wash the car, and then they go to the bar or to McDonalds to have a good time. This 'complex' usage of the gas station can be done individually or in group. In the case of a family, just to make an example, the father can fill up and wash the car, while the mother and the children wait for him at the McDonalds. It is important to evaluate these interactions/synergies as they are one of the features of public spaces. The evaluation was done through direct observation by estimating the percentage of people, or groups of people, simultaneously using two or more of the services offered by the station.
City 'à la carte' and urban routines. The contemporary city is featured by a widespread and pervasive use of the car. Robert Fishman (1990) effectively defined it 'city à la carte'. In fact, thanks to the freedom of movement made possible by the car, people decide their routes and their stops in the same way in which they order their food at the restaurant. That being the case the stop at the gas station is normally just one of the stops along a more articulate individual (or group) journey. Urban sociologists (e.g. Cohen & Taylor, 1992) use the term 'urban routine' to indicate those systems of moves/stops that become a regular occurrence in the daily lives of people. During the anthropological phase of the fieldwork we investigated the urban routines of gas stations' users.
Gas station's publicness.
In terms of ownership gas stations are obviously private spaces. However, they offer public services and raise no particular access restrictions. So the problem of how evaluating their publicness is being raised, which is far from trivial. The traditional dichotomous distinction between public space and private space is simplistic and largely outdated. Kohn (2004) argues that there are several hybrid forms of public/private spaces and that the "progressive blurring of the boundaries makes it necessary to develop a flexible definition of public space." Marcuse (2004: 113, note 32 1 ) identifies six legal forms of space which depend on the public/private nature of three distinct variables: ownership, function, and use. Petrol stations equipped with coffee shops/restaurants open 24/7 clearly fall into Marcuse's category 'private ownership/private function/public use'. Shopping malls as well as many other private facilities also belong to this category. However, whereas literature on shopping malls is quite extensive (e.g. Parlette Cowen, 2011; Staeheli and Mitchell, 2006; Miller et al., 1998; Backes 199; Crawford, 1992) , given their relevance in the urban structure and in everyday life, petrol stations have never been studied as socially relevant artefacts. But the problem is more general; research trying to define and to measure urban-spacepublicness is very scarce and applies to situations that are quite different from the context of our research. Van Melik et al. (2007) developed a model to measure publicness which is visually represented by a cobweb diagram. It is designed for themed/secured urban spaces and has six rays, each corresponding to a 'dimension' of publicness, and three concentric circles, each corresponding to a measurement level (high, medium, low); Three of the six rays/dimensions are dedicated to secured public spaces (surveillance, restraints/loitering and regulation), and three to themed public places (events, fun shopping, pavement cafés). Giving a high/average/low score each to each axis/ray cobweb figures are produced that graphically show the degrees of securedness and themedness. Németh and Schmidt (2011) developed a model in which publicness is defined and measured in relation to three axes: ownership, management, and uses/users. Both aforementioned models are deficient, since they do not take into account the design and the localization of the spaces which they intend to assess. This bias is particularly relevant to our case. In fact, as we demonstrated in the historical section of this paper, the social significance of contemporary hybrid public/private spaces, such as gas stations and shopping malls, is largely determined by their location on the road and highway network or in close proximity to it. Although designed for the measurement of publicness in urban waterfront environments -that is in spaces that are quite different from ours-the star model conceived by Varna and Tiesdell (2010) is better suited to our purpose and adopts criteria which appear to us overall more balanced. In fact, compared with the aforementioned models developed by Van Melik et al. (2007) and by Németh and Schmidt (2011) , it introduces parameters which measure centrality, access, and possibilities for active and passive engagement with the site. Importantly, all measurement models of publicness found in literature, including that of Varna and Tiesdell (2010) , which we actually used, are inductive models which study public space as something external to people. The assessment is done by the researcher and is based on the attribution of a value to each of the valuation parameters. Since this process is largely subjective, we tried to give adequate reasons for the values that we assigned. However, we argue that this bias is also offset by having used a number of complementary research methodologies (historical framing, structured observation, ethnographic observation).
Research findings Social life of the gas stations in different times of the day and of the week.
The structured observation of the two gas stations clearly shows that their social life and their publics deeply change across time, both during the day and during different days of the week (working days/weekends). So we can talk of multiple productions of space, which change both in space (parts of the gas station being lived) and in time. At the MDGS mornings are quite calm on weekdays, but quite crowded on weekends. People's activities, however, are mostly confined to car maintenance and social interactions are scarce. Lunchtime instead seems to be one of the most socially interesting periods in any day of the week. People appear to be very mixed in terms of group-size (from large groups arriving in several cars, to families, to individual users), of ethnic backgrounds, and of social classes (evaluated on the basis of the kind of vehicle driven). The late afternoon is markedly different from the lunch hours. Traffic diminishes, and a different type of user appears. On Saturday afternoon, we observed several groups of at least 4 teenagers arriving on foot, plus another middle aged man. The clients were generally young, from 16 to 20 years old, and there were few families. The early part of the evening is one of the busiest times, with the McDonalds filling up around 6.30 and the car wash in full function until dark. In general, the dinnertime atmosphere around the restaurant is different from lunchtime, as there are fewer families and elderly, but more young people and middle aged without children. In the evening the McDonalds becomes a meeting point for local teenagers. We observed many that did not enter inside, but used the parking as a meeting place. There were also older people using the parking lot as a social area. For example, some 30-yearold males were gathered around the modified car of another, examining it and eating their hamburgers.
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Analogous space-time variations of social life were registered at the PSGS. This is particularly active during night-time, especially on weekends. The pastry shop is a true landmark for younger people. On weekends it is largely used as a place both to start the night (before going to disco, to the movie theatre or to amusement centres) and to end the night (e.g. having pastry after disco in the early morning). Even on a Monday night many young people, up to 40 years old, were observed standing in front of the pastry shop, drinking, and talking relaxed. Reviews posted by gas station's customers on social networks, confirm its relevance for this kind of public. After all, as one of its night customers argued, the TE Pastry Shop is "the only place open at night in the Isolotto neighbourhood". Compared to the MDGS however the PSGS appears to be more physically disconnected from the neighbourhood and no single person was observed walking to it.
Spatial and social relationship between the gas station and its neighbourhood. Going even beyond our expectations, both gas stations resulted having a relatively strong social connection to their surroundings. Most of the McDonalds clients are local, and come there often. This was clearly stated by an attendant who said: "most of the clients are from the neighbourhood, we know many of them by name -there are few tourists here". Although they come mostly by car, as coming on foot is not very convenient, we were surprised observing several groups of teenagers walking here from the neighbourhood on a Saturday afternoon. The station is in fact located in a very dispersed area, and there are only few inhabitants in the space of at least two hundred meters. In the case of the PSGS we should distinguish between its spatial relationship and its social relationship to the neighbourhood. The station is in fact quite physically disconnected from the neighbourhood, being located on a thoroughfare on one of its edges, and being almost impossible to get access to it on foot. However, its social relationship to the neighbourhood appears to be strong, especially for younger people. Also, as one of its night users observed the gas station is "the only place open at night in all the Isolotto neighbourhood".
Relationships and synergies between the various activities hosted by the gas station. As we started our empirical analysis we expected to find strong synergies between food and gas. Instead we found that both in the MDGS and in the PSGS people using the gas station for car-related activities tend to be distinct from people using it for food-related activities. Only a small number of users take advantage of both functions. These findings surprised us and are in a sense counter-intuitive. However, a deeper analysis reveals that strong synergies between food and gas still exist. For example, although at the PSGS most of the pastry shop customers don't refill their car, they take great advantage of the oil company's parking areas and cantilever. Its location under the cantilever makes the pastry shop enormously more usable: it is always safe and lighted, always covered from rain, always easy to park. This explains why the gas station filling cantilever tends to become in certain moments an outer extension of the venue. Also the pastry shop gains a lot in terms of visibility, especially at night, thanks to the oil company's visual signs. At the MDGS the situation is quite different. The McDonalds in fact tends to be an enclave: it has its own outer space equipped with tables, but this is accessible only from the inside of the venue. However, in the MDGS some outer social spaces are spontaneously created as well, independently from the McDonalds. The most evident is the scooter parking area in front of McDonalds, which transforms into a meeting place for teens, who then stay there, blocking foot and car traffic. At various times, different areas of the parking lot are also used for social activities, particularly in the evening ( fig. 6-7) .
City 'à la carte' and urban routines. The gas stations evidently play a different role in people's routines on weekdays and on weekends. On weekdays at the MDGS we saw many small groups of people who were obviously taking their lunch break there. The most conspicuous was a group of about 25 firefighters, all dressed in fluorescent orange, and making a lot of noise. Interestingly individual users were almost absent. On weekends the picture is much richer. In the late afternoon we noticed many parents coming with their children, mostly male, after football or other sporting activities. At night, a worker told us, many people that stop there are on their way out for other destinations. Our observations of clothes and other signs confirmed this. The employee also said that after the clubs close, many people pass through the drive through on their way home. We saw two women, aged 30, © Queensland University of Technology obviously dressed to go out, arrive at about 10pm, on their way into Florence. We spoke with a 17-year-old from Calenzano, who had been waiting there for at least 30 minutes before his friends arrived. When they arrived, the group remained outside, saying that they had no intention to go to McDonalds, but would go somewhere else. So, the parking lot area is both a social space for them, as well as a departure point for whatever other activities they would be doing that evening. The situation is not too different at the PSGS, which is also much used by youngsters during their nightlife routines, especially on weekends ( fig. 9) .
Publicness. The variety of uses visible at the gas stations can lead one to conclude that the exterior spaces here are essentially public spaces in terms of active control. There is nobody there to stop you from doing whatever you want. The space is accessible to all, and used by a wide range of people. The constant presence of others and the tight, awkward spaces almost police themselves. Still, there are no rules to which you must conform, other than the general ones that govern you in any place. We could say that these gas stations, and particularly the areas around McDonalds and the pastry shop, are automatically policed by the large amounts of users that pass through. In that sense, they are very public -the large amount of users at key times is typical of an urban public space. But differently from other more traditional urban spaces which have an almost continuous presence of people, social life at the two gas stations lights up especially at certain times: at lunchtime, in the afternoon, and at night, particularly on weekends. Some of the other areas are less frequented, and hidden by buildings, but we observed no illicit users taking advantage of the privacy. In order to make our analysis more specific and to provide a measurement of publicness we applied Varna and Tiesdell's (2010) model. This model consists of five dimensions whose values range from one (low publicness) to five (high publicness). The lowest score, according to this model, is five (lowest score in all variables), and the highest one is twenty-five (highest score in all variables). The first variable to be considered is ownership. The model attributes three points to situations like ours. The criterion is: 5 points in case of public ownership; 3 points in case of public/private partnership, transit interchange, retail premise; 1 point in case of private ownership. The second variable is control. The two opposites considered by the model are the 'big father' situation, protecting the freedoms and liberties of citizens (five points), and the 'big brother' situation, protecting the interests of the powerful (one point). The first is featured by no visible/overt control, no CCTV cameras evident, regulations enacted only in the interests of the community. The second is characterized by highly visible expressions of control presence (especially security guards), many CCTV cameras evident, regulations enacted in a narrower private interest. In our gas stations we have no visible/overt control, no particular regulations enacted in the private interest (such as in many shopping malls), and just a few scarcely visible CCTV cameras. Therefore, we give four points to this parameter. The third variable is civility. In this case a high level of publicness depends on the space being well kept and cared for, and on being provided of basic facilities such as toilets, shelters, food vendors, seats, and lighting. As we already discussed, in the PSGS the space in front of the pastry shop is very well equipped: it is sheltered, it has toilets, it has food, it has some seats available on the outside, and it is very well lighted ( fig. 10 ).
The area in front of McDonalds in the MDGS is also well equipped but is more enclaved and therefore less public. Both gas stations are also very well kept and maintained. We give five points to the PSGS and four points to the MDGS. The fourth variable is physical configuration. A high score is determined by centrality/connectedness, by visual permeability, and by the absence of thresholds and gateways. Centrality is defined in terms of good location 'within the overall movement network', whereas being visually permeable means having 'strong visual connections with external (surrounding) public realm'. Both gas stations are highly central within the overall movement network, have strong visual connection with the surroundings, and have no thresholds or gateways limiting access to them. We could argue that these facilities are punctual and isolated, but in our mind this only holds true only if you are a pedestrian, not if you act as a driver, as most of their users do. We give five points to the variable 'physical configuration'. The fifth and last variable is animation, measured in terms of opportunities for active and passive engagement, and of opportunities for discovery and display. According to the model, opportunities for passive engagement are determined by reasons for peoplewatching, and by multiple and varied formal and informal seating. Opportunities for active engagement are considered to be provided if there is high density of active frontages, and diversity of events and activities occurring spontaneously or through programming. Finally, opportunities for discovery and display are provided by loose, adaptable spaces, which can be used in multiple ways. On this variable our gas stations are weak. There are no particular events being held there, apart from the aperitif events organized at the pastry shop, the density of active frontages is not high, and there are not too many seating opportunities. Also space is not particularly adaptable: we ever observed people playing football or doing similar things. However, gas stations offer interesting opportunities for people-watching, there being continuous flows of users of any kind. We cautiously give one point to this variable. Finally, the MDGS scores 17 points, and the PSGS scores 18 points out of 25 in terms of publicness. With all the limits already highlighted in the methodological section ( § 4.1) the application of Varna and Tiesdell's (2010) model is quite useful in determining gas stations' strengths and weaknesses. The strengths of the two gas stations which we investigated are that they offer important facilities (food, toilets, light, shelters, and places to sit), that they are safe and controlled, well maintained, highly visible and accessible, they pose no particular © Queensland University of Technology restrictions to what people can do. Their weakness is that they pose no sufficient incentives to doing a range of different activities.
Conclusions
In this paper I tried to demonstrate that gas stations are central spaces in contemporary cities. The topic has been approached reviewing the main positions on gas stations, from the pessimistic views which equate them to nonplaces, to the enthusiastic ones which glorify their value in relation to street cultures. Then I started examining the main causes which make gas stations important. These causes are mainly related to transformations induced by the car on cities, and hold equally good in all countries. Such transformations led F.L. Wright to the visionary proposal for a gas station conceived as a dispersed community center within the Broadacre City. Beyond these causes there are historical and economic reasons that make the social function of gas stations generally more important in Italy than in other countries. These reasons, examined in the paper's third section, are related to the partnership formed after WWII by food industry and oil industry. This partnership started with autogrill in close relationship to the highway network. Later on -thanks to the smaller and more dispersed stations realized first by Agip and then by all the other oil industries -the marriage food + gasoline had a widespread diffusion. The 'implosion' of the gas station into the restaurant/coffee shop together with its high accessibility made of the gas station the place of numerous social interactions. After having supported the hypothesis of the centrality of gas stations within social contemporary life through historical analysis, I started checking it through fieldwork. Two gas stations in the periphery of Florence were chosen which looked promising, and various analytical and observational tools were applied to them. In both cases the initial hypothesis was confirmed. Both the gas station with annexed a McDonalds and the one with annexed a pastry shop are true social landmark for the inhabitants of the area. Their function goes well beyond the temporary and transient stop, contributing these places to their neighborhoods' identities and being at the core of stable and continuing interactions, especially for younger generations. Of course we can't expect gas stations to be the equivalent pedestrian squares located in the historic city center. Their social live is not as continuous, being intense only in particular times of the day and of the week. Nevertheless, four out of five of the criteria established by Varna and Tiesdell's model are largely satisfied, and this explains why gas stations are socially active. The application of that model also highlights their main weakness, which comes from the limitedness of the range of activities that can be done over there. However, in a city which is more and more complex and diverse, gas stations can play an important role and this role should be clearly recognized by planners, by designers and by politicians. The policy implications of this analysis are clear and important. It's necessary to go beyond the dominant idea that gas stations necessarily are alienating spaces, or at best just technical artefacts. They are complex structures and as such they need to be designed thinking to the important social function which they detain in contemporary society and life. If we understand the potential of gas stations they can sure become, more than they already are, great places for public life and positively contribute to the provision of services in suburban areas.
But the implications of our research go far beyond that. Rethinking gas stations is part of a wider process of rethinking public life and public spaces in contemporary human settlements. Although cities underwent radical transformations in the last century, our way of looking at urban life is still closely related to traditional public spaces such as squares and streets. We provide a background and conceptual positioning for the argument of gas stations as public spaces, and a method for their empirical investigation. These can usefully be applied to the study of other spaces which also play an important role in contemporary life but which have been scarcely investigated so far. We argue that developing new research in this direction is vital for overcoming still dominant urban paradigms and for creating the cultural and cognitive conditions for more finely tuned governance of contemporary human settlements.
